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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：High-Quality China Pallas Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile For Bathroom

Short Description: We supply this China Pallas waterjet

marble mosaic tile with a high-quality standard, the

chips are matched into circular shapes, and this tile is

good for bathroom wall mosaic decoration. We make

this tile with blue marble chips and white marble chips.

Model No.: WPM126B

Pattern: Waterjet Geometric

Color: Blue & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

As a high-quality China Pallas waterjet marble mosaic tile company and supplier, Wanpo is

always getting unique and exciting stone materials and making new stone mosaics for our

clients and helping them to keep a fresh product line in their local market. This stone mosaic

pattern adopts Celeste Argentina Marble to make a hexagon and triangle chips, and Thassos

Crystal White Marble to make square chips. Six squares and six triangles are surrounded by a

big hexagon and the whole tile looks like a circle shape. We have other marble materials to
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organize the shapes like grey and white mosaic tiles, beige and white mosaic tiles, and other

materials mixed like the mother of pearl.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: High-Quality China Pallas Waterjet Marble Mosaic Tile For Bathroom

Model No.: WPM126B

Pattern: Waterjet Geometric

Color: Blue & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Celeste Argentina Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble

Tile size: 300x300x10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM126B

Surface: Polished

Marble Names: Celeste Argentina Marble, Thessas Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM126A

Surface: Polished

Marble Names: Carrara White Marble, Thessas Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM126C

Surface: Polished Marble & Mother Of Pearl

Material Names: Mother Of Pearl, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM126D

Surface: Polished

Material Names: Calacatta Marble



Product Application

From white marble mosaic tile to black marble mosaic tile, green marble mosaic tile, blue marble

mosaic tile, and pink marble mosaic tile, those are just some of the color styles of our stone mosaic tiles,

they will completely transform your home into a fresh and charm dose with decorative walls and floors

mosaic tiles of your bathroom and kitchen backsplash.

Please keep in mind that variation exists in all natural stone mosaic products, so it is always best to have

a piece of sample to check the materials and colors you are considering.

FAQ

Q: Can I get any samples? Is it free or not?

A: You need to pay for the mosaic stone sample, and free samples can be offered if our factory has

current stock. The delivery cost is not free paid as well.

Q: Do your products have third-party testing reports, such as SGS?

A: We don't have any testing reports about our marble mosaic products, and we can arrange for

third-party testing if you need it.

Q: Can I install the mosaic tiles by myself?

A: We suggest you ask for a tiling company to install your wall, floor, or backsplash with the stone

mosaic tiles because tiling companies have professional tools and skills, and some companies will offer

free cleaning services as well. Good Luck!

Q: How many days do you spend preparing the sample?

A: 3-7 days usually.


